mitment to quality and innovation. SAGE publishes more than 560 journals, including 245 from societies and associations. In their own words,
We [SAGE] are uniquely positioned between the big commercial publishers and small university presses to provide world-wide distribution of knowledge with a personal touch. The service we offer is highly individualized based on a thorough understanding of your goals and aspirations. . . . Because we are a privately owned publisher we have the luxury of devoting substantial time and effort in cultivating our publishing relationships. You'll find working with us much different than working with a large "mega-publisher." We are large enough to have all resources needed to serve our publishing partners and our customers, yet small enough to provide personal attention and responsiveness to your publishing needs. 3 All of us at the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery Foundation (AAO-HNSF) are excited about our new partnership with SAGE and eagerly look forward to working with Ron Epstein, Director of STM (Science, Technology, Medical) Journals; Jayne Marks, Vice President and Editorial Director; Courtney Pugh, Publishing Editor; Kay Felicano-Ballesteros, Senior Content Editor; and Nancy Olsen, Executive Editor for STM Journals.
The January 2011 issue of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery brings a fresh new look to both the print and electronic versions. We anticipate a number of new features in the coming months that will benefit our readers: 6. Online subject collections that bring together related content for easy access, including the most viewed and most cited articles 7. Related-articles search from within an article by author, keyword, or subject 8. Enhanced notification that includes citation alerts, e-mail alerts, and electronic table of contents (eTOC) for subscribers and Academy members 9. Contractual support for our Cochrane Travel Grants program, which funds 4 otolaryngologists annually to attend the Cochrane Colloquium in return for submitting a systematic review for publication in our journal
One thing that has not changed at the journal is the incredible support staff at our Alexandria headquarters. No journal editor could ask for better partners with whom to navigate change than Jeanne McIntyre, Louanne Wheeler, Eileen Cavanagh, Dain Oswald, and Collin Grabarek. They consistently give 150% effort, and the results are apparent in the quality of work reaching our readership. CEO David Nielsen, MD, also merits deep gratitude for his perpetual support and insightful vision, which have been instrumental in securing our new publishing agreement with SAGE.
Another constant at the journal is my dependence, as editor in chief, on our associate editors to make informed, appropriate decisions about manuscript disposition. Join me in thanking these uncompensated superstars: Kenneth Altman, Neil Bhattacharyya, Brian Blakley, A. Simon Carney, Roy Casiano, Marion Couch, Craig Derkay, Daniel Deschler, Lee Eisenberg, Gady Har-El, Eric Kezirian, John Krouse, Eric Mair, Gregory Randolph, Peter Roland, Mark Wax, Julie Wei, and Mark Weissler. Special thanks are also in order for our departing associate editors Glenn Isaacson, Ronald Kuppersmith, and Ed Monsell.
We are particularly proud of peer review at the journal, 4 which has been fine-tuned to provide a first editorial decision in an incredible 24 days, on average. Peer reviewers who have done multiple reviews are listed after this editorial, but a select group of our 10 star reviewers deserves special emphasis: Peter Belafsky (second time), Brandon Bentz, Matthew Brigger, Daniel Choo, A. Julianna Gulya, Eric Kezirian (third time), Helene Krouse, Matthew Ryan (third time), Cecelia Schmalbach, and Erik Weitzel. Achieving a "star status" requires completing at least 5 manuscript reviews in a timely fashion with consistently high-quality ratings by the editor in chief.
An extremely important group I would like to highlight as we start a new year are the Industry Round Table ( IRT) supporters of the AAO-HNS: Acclarent, Entellus Medical, and Lifestyle Lift in the IRT Leadership Circle and Alcon and Starkey as IRT Members. Our IRT supporters provide substantive unrestricted support that prohibits sponsors from linking their names with promotional material or specific organizational events or functions. 5 This commitment to integrity necessitates an obvious degree of sacrifice compared to more traditional corporate relationships. IRT contributions support the AAO-HNS mission of continuing medical education, delivered monthly in this journal and annually at the fall meeting.
Last, but by no means least, I express heartfelt appreciation for the authors and investigators who increasingly make our journal the destination of choice for showcasing their achievements. We know you have many options and promise to work hard in bringing your work the widespread attention and accolades it deserves. As the global reach and influence of our parent association grow, we pledge the same for the journal. All of us at the journal look forward to your comments, thoughts, and suggestions in this exciting era of change.
Upon reviewing my January editorial from last year, I noticed a concluding comment that "next year's January editorial should bring even better news." 6 Despite the inherent danger in making predictions, I can state with confidence that this one has come true. A wise publisher, Benjamin Franklin, once cautioned, "When you're finished changing, you're finished." 7 This journal is far from finished; change is alive and well.
